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The following are the questions presented to the Shaykh with the corresponding minute marker from the audio:

1. When the brothers are standing in line for the ṣalāh, how does a brother who has to use a chair line up with them? For example, some brothers say that the back legs of the chair must line up with the line and some brothers say that it has to be the feet with the feet just as you stand for ṣalāh, especially if the brother is going to stand for the ṣalāh and only sit on the chair during rukūh and sujūd. [00:01:27]

2. Where can I benefit from you O Shaykh when I come to Egypt and attend your classes or from Shaykh Khālid ‘Uthmān, and which institute will you suggest for memorization of the Qur’ān? [00:13:44]

3. My son works as a server in an old age home but sometimes he has to offer those elderly pork. I have advised him many times but he continues to work there and he does not want to quit that job. What shall I do with him and if I need money, what can I spend the money upon? [00:15:29]
4. How do we deal with our families who force us to attend lectures of individuals who were refuted by the scholars and students of knowledge? [00:25:29]

5. Will I get bad deeds if I listen to my family member vent about their workplace? This includes mentioning people’s names (who I don’t know). Does this fall under namīmah? [00:38:49]

6. Shaykh, advise me what to do when I am called bad names, laughed at and disrespected in public by strangers and by my Muslim spouse. [00:51:12]